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Abstract 
We use statistics of flats of small rank in order to characterise the jointless Dowling geometries 
defined by groups of order exceeding three and having rank greater than 3. In particular, we 
show that if the Tutte polynomial of a matroid is identical to the Tutte polynomial of a jointless 
Dowling geometry, then the matroid is indeed a jointless Dowling geometry. For rank 3 (and 
groups of order exceeding 3) this holds only if the order of the group is even. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Characterising classes of matroids by their Tutte polynomials is particularly inter- 
esting due to the large number of  applications of  Tutte polynomials [7]. Only a few 
classes of matroids have been shown to be characterised by their Tutte polynomials. 
Examples of such classes of matroids are projective and affine geometries and Dowling 
lattices [4]. We will prove here that jointless Dowling lattices are also characterised 
by their Tutte polynomials. 
Dowling lattices are group-theoretic generalisations of  partition lattices [108]. They 
have, as well, an interpretation as matroids of gain graphs [14], and are, together 
with representable matroids, the only non-degenerate varieties [10]. Similarities between 
projective geometries and Dowling lattices have been studied in [1,2]. Dowling lattices 
form an infinite family of supersolvable tangential blocks [13]. 
The geometric characterisation of  Dowling lattices [4] revolves around a special 
basis, the elements of  which are called joints (these and other Dowling-lattice terms will 
be defined in Section 2). This was of  central importance in [4] for the characterisation 
of  Dowling lattices by statistics of flats of small rank. However, the group structure 
is reflected only in the lines that do not contain joints. Therefore it is natural to 
ask whether it is possible to obtain a similar characterisation, by statistics of flats of 
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small rank, for the geometries obtained from Dowling lattices by deleting the joints. 
The geometries obtained in this way are the jointless Dowling geometries, and the 
present paper gives the desired characterisation f these geometries. Jointless Dowling 
geometries form an infinite family of non-supersolvable tangential blocks [13]. 
A line in a geometry is a flat of rank 2, a plane is a flat of rank 3. A trivial line is 
a line having only two points. A trivial plane is a plane having only three points. A 
trivial rank-r f iat is a rank-r flat having only r points. 
Let M be a geometry with point set ~.  We say that T _C ;~ is line-closed if, for all 
{xl,x2} c_ T, the line xl Vx2 spanned by xl and X 2 is contained in T. The geometry M 
is line-closed if every line closed set in M is a flat of M. 
A fact of fundamental importance in [1] is that Dowling lattices are line closed. Line 
closed geometries are characterised by their labelled points and lines. This means that 
if N is a geometry with the same rank and labelled points and lines as a line closed 
geometry M, then N is equal to M. By 'labelled points and lines' we mean labelled 
points and labelled lines. Line closed geometries were introduced by Halsey in [9], 
where he proved that supersolvable geometries are line closed. Dowling introduced 
in [8] the lattices that were later named Dowling lattices and proved that they are 
supersolvable. Therefore, a Dowling lattice is completely described by the list of its 
points and lines. 
In Section 3 we define the concept of k-closure which generalises line-closure. We 
will prove that k-closed geometries are characterised by their flats of rank up to k. 
Furthermore we show that rank-r jointless Dowling geometries over a group G are 
4-closed if r>~4. This will allow us to prove in Section 5 that jointless Dowling 
geometries are characterised by statistics of flats of small rank. The case of rank 3 will 
be considered in Section 4. 
We will use standard matroid notation as in [12]. 
2. Jointless Dowling lattices 
Let G be a finite group (written multiplicatively). The rank-r Dowlin9 lattice over 
G, denoted Q,.(G), is the geometry having the following types of points and lines. The 
points are joints Pl, P2 . . . . .  p,. (which form a basis for Q,-(G)) and internal points ;t U 
(for all )~ E G and all i , j  positive integers uch that 1 ~< i < j  ~<r). The nontrivial lines are 
coordinate lines Pi k/ p /  : {P i ,  Pj} U {2ij: )~ E G} and transversal lines {2ii, °~/~, (27)ik} 
(for all )~, ~ E G and all i,j, k positive integers with 1 ~< i < j  < k ~< r). 
As in [1], Dowling lattices of rank r~>4 can be axiomatically defined through 
(D1)-(D3) in the following proposition. In the case r=3,  Dowling lattices based 
on quasigroups are characterised by these conditions. 
Proposition 2.1. A 9eometry M of  rank r >14 is a Dowl&9 lattice i f  and only i f  M 
has a basis pl,  P2 . . . . .  p,. satisfyin 9 the followin9 axioms. 
(D1) Each point o f  M lies on a line Pi V pi. 
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(D2) No line p iV  pi is trivial. 
(D3) For points x C (p~ V p/)\{p~, p/} and y E (p~ V p~ )\{p,,  pl, }, the line x v v is 
nontrivial. 
In the case of a nontrivial group, the basis of M satisfying (D I ) - (D3)  is unique 
and consists of  the joints. For the trivial group CI}, the Dowling lattice Q,.({I ) ) is the 
rank-r partition lattice /-I,.+1. In this case, we refer to (DI)  (D3) as the axioms of 
//,-~ i. Dowling lattices can be considered as group-theoretic generalisations of partition 
lattices. 
Let G be a group and let Q,.(G) be the Dowling lattice of rank r>~2 based on G. 
Let Pl . . . . .  p,. be the joints of Q,.(G). Then Q~(G)=Q,.(G)\{p~ . . . . .  p,.} is called a 
jointless Dowling geometD,. 
Note that the points of the jointless Dowling geometry Q)(G) are the internal points 
2ii of the Dowling geometry Q,.(G). The lines of Q~.(G) are the transversal lines of 
Q,.(G) and the lines l(/= (Pi V p/) \{Pi ,  p/}. 
The following proposition characterises the non-trivial flats of low rank in jointless 
Dowling geometries. The character(sat(on revolves around the lines lii. These special 
lines are uniquely determined by the first four properties given in the proposition. In 
Section 3 we will prove that the jointless Dowling lattices are characterised by their 
labelled flats of  rank up to 4. The main result (Theorem 5.1 ) of this paper is that a 
geometry M having the same statistics of  flats of rank up to 7 as a jointless Dowling 
geometry is itself a jointless Dowling geometry. In order to prove it we will label the 
flats of rank up to 4 of M as those of a jointless Dowling geometry. First wc will 
label a collection of lines of  M in such a way that the lines, planes and rank-4 flats 
of M are precisely as described in Proposition 2.2. Later we will label the points of 
M as those of a jointless Dowling geometry Q~.(G), proving that the labelled flats, 
of rank up to 4, of M and Q~(G) coincide. With this we will conclude that M 
equals Q~(G). 
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a group of order at least 4. The jointless Dowling geometl 3' 
Q~(G) has exactly one set of  (2) lines 1,7, with 1 <~ i < j  <~ r, satiLs?)'ing the jbllowin~j 
.[bur properties. (In each statement in this proposition, indices represented hy ~fistinet 
variables are unequal. ) 
(JD1) The lines lii partition the points q[ Q~.(G). 
(JD2) No line li/ is trivial. 
(JD3) For all x Eli/ and y C lik, the line x V y is nontrivial. Furthermore, all non- 
trivial lines o[ Q~_(G) other than the lines li/ are ~[ this type. 
(JD4) For all i,j, k, the union of  li/, li/¢ and 1//, is a plane. 
The jollowing are the three other types of nontrivial planes q/  Q,~.( G ). 
(JD5) For an 3' point y in lt, i, the set I//¢ U), is a plane. 
(JD6) For points x in lii, y in li~, and z in l,,, the set (xV y )Uz  is a plane. 
(JD7) For each pair h, i c { j ,k ,m,n},  let y/, be a point in ll, i, and let P be the se~  
of these six points. I f  P satisfies the axioms of 174, then P is a plane. 
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The following are the nontriv&l rank-4 fiats of  Qtr(G ). 
(JD8) The union of  six lines l!/ whose indices i, j  are the 2-subsets of  a 4-element 
subset of  {1 . . . . .  r) is a rank-4 fiat. 
(JD9) Let P be a plane as described in (JD4) and y be a point on the line l~/. 
Then P U y is a rank-4 fiat if neither i nor j are indices of  any of  the lines 
inP.  
Let x be a point in !jk and y a point in lmn. Then the set lh iUxUy is a 
rank-4 fiat. 
Let x and y be points in l,j and lik respectively. Then the set lmn U (x V y)  is 
a rank-4 fiat. 
For all wE  lhi, xE  lhj, yE  lkm and zE  l ..... the set (wVx)LJ  yLJz is a rank-4 
f iat.  
For all w E lhi, x E lhj, y E lkm, z E lkn, the set (w V x) U (y V z) is a rank-4 fiat. 
For each pair h, i o f  elements of  {j ,k,m, n), let x~i be a point of l~i so that the 
six points x!i satisfy the axioms of  [I4. Then for all y E 1st, the set {xij) U y 
is a rank-4 fiat. 
For each pair h,i of  elements of  { j ,k ,m,n,s} let Yhi be a point of  lhi so that 
the ten points Yhi satisfy the axioms of  H5 (the partition lattice of  rank 4). 
Then these ten points form rank-4 fiat. 
(JD10) 
(JD11) 
(JD12) 
(JD13) 
(JD14) 
(JD15) 
Proofi Conditions (JD1)-(JD3) are straightforward to prove from the definitions of 
Dowling and jointless Dowling geometries. If x is a point in l~/, then lik V x is a flat 
as described in (JD4), that is Pi V p~ V Pk. If y/k, Yjm,Yj,~ are points in ljk, ljm and 
ljn, respectively, then (yik V yjm)V Yjn is a plane P. The points Yjk,Yjm,yin constitute 
a basis of P that satisfies the axioms of / /4 .  The proof of the remaining conditions 
follows the same idea, that is, if F is a fiat of rank s and x is a point not in F, then 
FVx is  a flat of ranks+l .  
Given x E lij and y E lik, the line x V y is contained in the plane li/U lik tA ljk. There- 
fore x V y is a 3-point line with the third point in ljk. Fix a point x in li/ and define 
the function ~b from lik to ljk where ~b(y) is the third point on the line x V y (that is ~b 
is a projection). Thus all the lines 1st have the same cardinality. Since Q;.(G) has (2)g 
points (where g is the order of G) and there are (2) lines in the given collection, all 
those lines have g points. Assume that {lt~t} is a collection of lines satisfying (JD1)- 
(JD4). As above, the lines I~. t have g > 3 points, thus l~t can not be a line of the type 
described in JD2). Therefore l~, is in {/~/}. Since there are (~) lines in each collection 
{l~t} and {l~i}, both collections are equal. [] 
3. k-closure 
The concept of line-closure is crucial to the proof that the Dowling geometries are 
characterised by a small collection of counting facts [4]. Unfortunately it is not possible 
to use line-closure in order to characterise jointless Dowling geometries. 
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Proposition 3.1. The only line-closed jointless Dowling geometries are Q~ (G ), Q~ (G ) 
and Q~.((I)), where G is any group and r >~ 2 is" a positit;e integer. 
Proof. Note that Q~(G) has rank 2, therefore it is line-closed. The geometry Q,'.((1)) 
is line-closed because it is isomorphic to Q,. i((l)). 
Recall that Q~(G) has only coordinate and transversal lines and no trivial lines if 
g>~3. Note that the transversal lines of Q~(G) and Q,.(G) coincide.To distinguish joins 
in Q,(G) from those in Q~.(G), we will use V for joins in Q,.(G) and v '  lbr those in 
Q~(G). We will use CI to denote the closure in Q,.(G) and CI' to denotc the closure 
in Q~.( G) 
Let P be the set of  points of Q3(G), B = {pl, P2, p3 } and P '  = P\B (the set of  points 
of  Q~(G)). Let TCP'  be line-closed in Q~3(G). If  r(T)~<2, then it is clearly a flat of 
Q~(G). Thus we can assume that T has rank 3. Therefore, there are points x and y in 
T that lie in two distinct coordinate lines. Since T is line-closed, it contains the 3-point 
line x V' y and it has at least one point in each coordinate line. Since the rank of T is 
3, it has a point that is not on the line x V' y. Thus there is a coordinate line pi v pi 
that contains two points of T. The line Pi V' p /= (pi V pj)\{p~, p/} is contained in T 
(because T is line-closed). Note that T has a point not in p, V' p/ and the transversal 
lines of Q~(G) are the same as the transversal lines of Q3(G). Therefore, T= P' and 
Q~(G) is line-closed. 
Now let r~>4 and g j>2. We will prove that Q~.(G) is not line-closed. Let ,4 be 
the internal points on the coordinate lines pl V p2 and p3 V P4. More formally, 
A = {)ol2: -)~ ~ G} U {},34: )~ E G} = [ (p l  V p2) \{p l ,  p2}] U [(p3 V pq) \{p3,  p4}]. If 2,)/ 
" " V' " is a trivial line are elements of G (not necessarily distinct), then -)~12 V Z34 = AI2 /t34 
contained in A. Furthermore, if ). ¢ fi', then £12 V' Z'12 = (Pl V P2 )\{Pl, Pc} C A. That 
5.34 V' 2_~ 4 is contained in A is proved in an analogous way. So A is a line-closed subset 
of Q~.(G). Note that if ). ¢ fi', then /-12 V )"12 = Pl V P2 and )G4 V "~'~4 = P3 V p4- Thus 
the closure of  A contains the union of the lines Pl V p2 and P3 V P4, and, in particular, 
it contains the joints pl and p3, hence the line p lv  p3- So (P l  V P3)\{Pt,  P~} C_ CI(A) 
\{p~ . . . . .  p,.} = C I ' (T ) ,  but (Pl V P3) \{pt ,  P3} is not contained in A. Thus A ,~ CI~(A) 
and A is not a flat of  Q~.(G). Therefore, Q~(G) is not line-closed. 
Definition 3.2. Let M be a geometry with point set P and let k be a positive integer. 
We say that T C p is k-closed if for all {xl . . . . .  xk } c T.xl V •.. V x/, C T. A geometry 
M is k-closed if every k-closed set in M is a flat of M. 
Note that for every geometry M and for each positive integer k, every flat F of M 
is k-closed. 
By an argument analogous to that in the proof of Proposition 3.1, the jointless 
Dowling geometry Q~,(G) is not 3-closed when r~>4 and G is a group of order at 
least 2. If the order of  G is one, then Q'~(G) is isomorphic to Q,. I(G), thus it is 
line-closed and, therefore, it is 3-closed. If r~>3, then Q~.(G) is trivially 3-closed. 
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Proposition 3.3. For all r >~4 and all groups G, the jointless Dowlin 9 geometry Q',( G) 
is 4-closed. 
Proof. The geometry Q:,((1)) is line closed because it is isomorphic to Q,._l({1)). 
Therefore Q~.({ 1) ) is 4-closed. 
Let G be a group of order g ~>2 and T' be a 4-closed set in Q~.(G) and T = TtU {Pi, 
P/: (Pi V P/)\{Pi, P/} C_ T}. We claim that T is line-closed in Q,.(G). I f  r(T:)= 1, 
then both T and T 1 consist of one point. I f  r(T t) = 2, then T is a coordinate line or a 
transversal line or a trivial line depending on whether T' contains two points in a coor- 
dinate line. Assume that r(T:)~> 3 and let x, y be two points in T. We need to prove that 
the line x V y is contained in T. This can be done by considering the following cases: 
x : Pi, Y : p/; x : Pi, Y = 2~i for some )~ C G; x = Pi, Y = 2/m where i,j, m are distinct; 
X=(,~I)U, Y=('~'Z)U; X=(,Zq)(/, y=(J~2)im, where i,j,m are distinct, x=()q) i / ,  y= 
(22)km, where i,j,k, m are distinct. In each case checking is easy. Thus T is line-closed, 
therefore it is a flat of Q,.(G). Since T: : T\{pt . . . . .  p,.} we conclude that T' is a flat 
of Q:.(G). 
As one can see in the proof of  Proposition 3.3, the fact that Q,.(G) is line-closed 
has central importance in proving that Q~(G) is 4-closed. 
Proposition 3.4. Let M and N be geometries of rank r such that their rank-(k + l ) 
truncations are isomorphic. I f  either M or N is k-closed, then N and M are isomor- 
phic. 
Proof. Without loss of  generality we can assume that N is k-closed. Let the isomor- 
phism between the truncations T" k-I(N) and T" k I(M ) be given by the bijection q5 
from E(N) to E(M). Thus, for all xl . . . . .  xk in E(N), we have TEXt V .. .  Vxk if and 
only if ~b(y)E qS(Xl)V . . .  V~b(xk). Let F be a flat of M. Then F is k-closed in M 
and so ~b-l(F) is k-closed in N. Therefore, q~-I(F) is a flat of  N since N is k-closed. 
Thus, q5 is a bijective strong map between matroids of the same rank. It follows that 
M and N are isomorphic [11]. [] 
4. The rank-3 case 
By Proposition 3.1, Q~(G) is line-closed. Thus these geometries are characterised by 
their points and lines, that is, if N is a geometry with the same labelled points and 
lines as Q~3(G), then N is equal to Q~(G). 
We say that a flat F of rank k in a geometry is maximal if F is of  maximum 
cardinality among all flats of  rank k. F is submaximal if the only flats of  rank k of 
cardinality greater than the cardinality of F are maximal. 
Note that if the order of  G exceeds three, then the jointless Dowling geometry Q~(G) 
has exactly three maximal lines and these are disjoint. In the remainder of the paper 
we will assume that G is a group of order g > 3. 
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The Tutte polynomial  of a matroid M on the ground set S is defined by 
t (M;x ,y )  = Z (x - 1)"(s)-"(Xl(v -- 1 )l,~l ,~.~, 
V C 3" 
From t (M;x,  y)  one can determine, among other things, the rank of  M and the number 
of copoints. When M is a rank-3 geometry we can express the number of lines or 
each cardinality as a linear combination of  the coefficients of the Tutte polynomial. 
For information about the Tutte polynomial, see [6,7]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a geomelo.'. U t (M;x ,y )=t (Q~(G) :x ,y )  jbr  a grozq) G qf  
e~;en order g, then M is a jointless Dowling geometry. 
Proof. Since t(M; x, y)  = t(Q; (G); x, y),  we have that M has three maximal lines (with 
,q points); let these be la, lt,,l~.. All other lines of M have exactly three points. We 
will prove that the maximal lines do not intersect and that M is a jointless Dowling 
geometry. 
Assume that the intersection of  the three maximal lines of  M is a single point 
and let l ,  : {q, al . . . . .  au-i }, lt, = {q, hl . . . . .  bu i }, l,. {q, ct . . . . .  cu i }. There are two 
points that are not in any of the maximal lines. Let those points be q~,q2. Note 
that the line q V q~ cannot contain any point, other than q, in the maximal lines. So 
qVq l  : {q, ql,q2}. 
Note that since ql is not on any of the three maximal lines and there are no trivial 
lines, all lines through ql are 3-point lines. Thus each line through ql other than 
{q, ql ,q2} contains one point from twoof the  sets {aj,a2 . . . . .  a u ~}, {hi,h2 . . . . .  h,, i}, 
and {c~,c2 . . . . .  cu_l }. Furthermore, each point in these three sets is in such a 3-point 
line through q~. Thus the lines through q~ pair off the elements in these three sets. 
However, this is impossible since there are an odd number (specifically, 3g/-  3) of 
elements in these sets. This contradiction shows that there is no point q common to 
l,,, l/, and l,. 
If exactly two of  the maximal lines intersect, let 1,,={q, al . . . . .  a,j ~}, l/, 
{q, bl . . . . .  bu l} and l~={c l  . . . . .  cu}. There is one point that is not in any of the 
maximal lines, let it be ql. For every i, the line q V c~ cannot contain any point from 
any of  the sets l , , \{q}, l l , \{q}. Since qVc ,  is a 3-point line, it is equal to {q, ql ,c,}. 
However, this is not possible for two different values of i. 
I f  exactly two pairs of maximal lines intersect, let the maximal lines of M bc 
l , ,={q, ,a ,  . . . . .  a u ,}, l l~={ql ,b,  . . . . .  bu 2,q2}, l~.={q2, c, . . . . .  c u ,}. Let q3,q4 be 
the two points that are not in any of  the maximal lines. As above, lbr every i, the line 
q~ Vc~ is {qt,q3,c~} or {q~,q4, c~}. This is impossible because .q - I )3 .  
Assume that the intersection of  every pair of  maximal lines is non-empty. Let 
l ,=  {ql ,al  . . . . .  au-2,q2 }, lt ,= {qz,bt . . . . .  bu 2,q.~}, I, -- {ql,cl  . . . . .  cu 2,q3}. Let q~, 
qs,q(~ be the three points not in any of the maximal lines. For each i, the line qt vh ,  
is {qt,bi, q~} for/" in {4,5,6}. Thus ,~! 2 is at most 3. Since ,q is even, it is equal to 
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four. This would imply that one of the lines ql V q/ (for 4~<j~<6) is trivial, which is 
a contradiction. 
Therefore l,, It, and lc are pairwise disjoint. Then la tA l~ tJ lc has 3g points. Since M 
has 3g points we have that every point of M is in exactly one of the maximal lines. 
Let l~ = Ii2, lb = I13 and I(. = 123. 
Let ~Ul = {ll2, ll3,E(M)}; this is a modular cut of M. Therefore, it determines a
single-element extension M1 of M. Note that M1 is simple and has rank 3. Let Pl 
be the point added to M in order to obtain M1. Define a modular cut of M1 by 
A~2 = {(112 U Pl), 123,E(MI)}. Let M2 be the single-element extension of MI deter- 
mined by it, where E(M2)= E(M1 )U P2. Observe that M2 is a rank-3 simple matroid. 
Let ~A/'3 = {/t3 tA pl,  123 U p2,E(M2)}, which is a modular cut of/142. Let M3 be the 
extension of M2 determined by A:3, where E(M3)= E(M2)tA P3. Note that M3 has 
rank 3 and is simple. 
Note that {pl,p2, P3} is a basis of M3 and for all i,j such that l~<i<j~<3, the 
line pi V pi is equal to l~/U {pi, pj}. Given i,j,k and points x in (p~ V p/)\{Pi, P/}, 
y in (Pi V Pk)\{Pi, Pk}, the line iVy  is non-trivial because M has no trivial lines. 
By Proposition 2.1, M3 is a Dowling geometry defined by a quasigroup G of or- 
der g- Since M=M3\{pl,p2, p3} we conclude that M is a jointless Dowling 
geometry. [] 
When g is odd, there are geometries M such that t(M;x, y)= t(Q~3(G);x,y), where 
g is the order of G, yet M is not a jointless Dowling geometry. The following ex- 
ample of such a geometry M(g ) is due to Bonin [3]. Recall from [5] (Proposition 
7.11) that the Tutte polynomial of a rank-3 geometry is completely determined by 
its number of points and lines. Thus we need only to construct a geometry on 3g 
points for which there are three lines having g points, g 2 lines having three points, 
and no other lines. The 3g points M(g ) lie on four lines through a fixed point q, 
namely la= {q,a,,a2 ..... a~t-,}, lb= {q, bl,b2 ..... by-l},  lc= {q, cl,c2 . . . .  ,c~j_,} and 
lq={q, ql,q2}. Let {ai, bj, ck} be a line if and only if k + j  and i are congruent 
modulo g where i,j, kE {1,2 . . . . .  g -  1}. Let {qL,ai, bi},{q2,ai, ci} and {qz, bi, c,j-i} 
be lines if i<g/2; if i>g/2, then let {q2, ai, bi}, {ql,ai, ci} and {ql,bi, c q-i} be 
lines. An easy congruence argument shows that any two points from distinct sets 
l~\{q}, lb\{q}, lc\{q} and lq\{q} are on precisely one line. Basic counting shows 
that the number of lines of each cardinality is as needed. Note that M is not a 
jointless Dowling geometry since the maximal lines of M intersect at a common 
point. 
5. Geometries of rank at least four 
Our main result is the following theorem which characterises jointless Dowling ge- 
ometries by statistics of flats of rank up to 7. It can be regarded as an analogue of 
Theorem 3.4 in [4]. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let M be a rank r geometry ( r>3)  and g>3 an integer. The 9eometD' 
M is the jointless Dowling lattice Q~.(G) defined by a group G of order 9 ( /and onh' 
O" M has the Jbllowing properties: 
1. The geometry m has (~)g points. 
has (~) lines with 9 points, (~)g2 lines with 3 points, no other 2. The 9eometD' M 
nontrivial ines. 
3. The 9eometo' M 
more points. 
4. The geometry M 
has (~) planes with 39 points, and no other planes with 2¢1 or 
has (4) rank-4 flats with 69 points, no other rank-4 fiats with 
5(1 or more points and a total of (4) + (3) ,.-3 
[ /  ," 3 1 r r r 1 r r - -2  (,"--4 (3)(," 3) @ -5(3)("23)(r25) -I- (5)("24) -~- (5) -[- ~(2)( 2 ) 2 )("26) ]94 rank-4 
f ia ts .  
5. The geometry M has (~) rank-5.ftats with lOg points, (4)("34)9 rank-5 flats with 
6g + 1 points and no other rank-5 fiats with 69 or more points. 
6. The 9eometD' M has (6) rank-6 flats with 159 points, and no other rank-6 flats 
with 149 or more points. 
7. The geometry M has (~) rank-7 flats with 21g points, and no other rank-7 flats 
with 219 - 1 or more points. 
Note that Theorem 5.1 implies that if M1,M2 are two rank-r geometries for which 
(1) - (7)  hold, then there are groups GI,G2 of order g such that Mi is isomorphic to 
Q~.(Gi) ( i=  1,2). However, Gl might not be isomorphic to G2. This is because the 
counting information we have assumed reflects only the order of  the group, not its 
structure. 
In this section M will denote a rank r geometry satisfying (1) - (7)  in Theorem 5.1. 
This section is largely devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.1, which is presented 
through a series of propositions. We will use Proposition 5.2 to prove in Proposition 5.4 
that the maximal rank-4 flats containing four maximal planes are the disjoint union of 
their maximal ines. In Proposition 5.6 we prove that the same holds for maximal rank- 
5 flats containing five maximal rank-4 flats. In Proposition 5.8 it will be proved that 
every maximal rank-5 flat contains precisely five maximal rank-4 flats. Proposition 5.9- 
5.13 are used to prove in Proposition 5.14 that M is the disjoint union of its maximal 
lines. This is of central importance in proving Proposition 5.17 that is, the flats of M 
of ranks 2 -4  are precisely as described in conditions ( JD1)-( JD15) in Proposition 2.2. 
Finally, we will use a version of Desargues' theorem (Theorem 5.22) to construct a 
group G of order g and prove that one can label the points of M as in the jointless 
Dowling geometry Q~.(G). Note that this approach is different from the one used at the 
end of Section 4, in which we defined modular cuts in order to add the joints. 
In [4] the authors proved that if a geometry M t has the same statistics of flats 
of rank up to 7 as a Dowling geometry, then M t is itself a Dowling geometry. 
In order to prove it they exhibit a basis of M'  that satisfies the conditions (Dl)  
- (D3)  in Proposition 2.1. Such a basis is formed by points which are intersection 
of three maximal planes contained in a maximal rank-4 flat. In fact, in a Dowling 
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geometry, the intersection of  three maximal planes contained in a maximal rank-4 flat 
is a joint. 
Proposition 5.2. The intersection of three distinct maximal planes contained in a 
rank-4 .flat is empty. 
Proof. Let F be a rank-4 fiat containing the distinct maximal planes P I ,P2 ,P3-  Assume 
that P~ NP2 NP3 ~ ~. As shown in [4], Pj NP2 NP3 does not contain a line. Thus there 
is a point x such that Pi N P2 N P3 = {x}. 
For i,j distinct let l,/=P, NP/ and m~j be the number of points of  l,lj\{x }. Note 
that l~/ is a flat properly contained in Pi. Thus li/ is a point or a line, hence it 
has at most g points and so m!/<~g- 1. Since Pi\(l!/U l ik)=Pi\[Pin(p/uPk)]  and 
l!/N lik =P i  NP/NPk  = {x}, we have that the union of the three planes PI, P2 and 
P3 is 
{x}O(l12 -- x)0( l l3  -- x)@(123 -- x)LJ[PI \ ( l l2  U ll3 )](£[P2\(ll2 U 123 )] 
©[P3\(113 U 123 )]. 
So the cardinality of P1 U P2 U P3 is 
1 +m~2 +mr3 +m23 +(39-mt2  -ml3 - 1)-I- (39 -  ml2 - -m23 -- 1) 
+(3g - m13 -- m23 -- 1), 
that is, 9g -  m12 -rn13 -m23 -2  which is at most 69 (F has at most 6g points). Thus 
3g - 2~<m12 + m13 + rn23 ~<3(g - 1 )=3g - 3, and we have a contradiction. Therefore 
P~ 7/P2 NP3 = O. [] 
Proposition 5.3. Each rank-4 fiat contains at most/our maximal planes. I f  a rank-4 
flat contains four maximal planes, then it is maximal. 
Proof. Let F be a rank-4 fiat and Pt,P2,P3,P4 be four maximal planes in F. By 
Proposition 5.2, for all i,j,k, we have Pi NP/NP~. =~ (here and below distinct sub- 
scripts are unequal). Thus 
4 
6~>IFI>IP, uP2uP3uP41: ~-~ levi- 
i--I 1<~i</<~4 
]Pi NP/] ~> 129 - 69 = 69. 
The last inequality is justified because Pi N P~ is a flat of  rank at most 2. Thus F and 
P1 UP2 UP3 UP4 have 69 points, therefore both sets are equal and F is a maximal 
rank-4 flat. Moreover  ~l~<i</<~4lPinPjl =69.  Then for all i,j with l~<i<j~<4, we 
have that Pi N P/ has 9 points and Ik,,, = P in  P~ is a maximal line. Note that the lines 
lkm and lkj are disjoint. 
Assume that F contains another maximal plane Ps. For i = 1,2, 3, 4 let li5 = Pi N Ps. 
Note that, li5 N 1i5 = P/N P /N P5 = ~. As above 1~5 = Pg N P5 is a maximal line. Thus 
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3g ip 5 >: 4 = 1,1 ~ i= i I P~ N Psi = 4g, which is a contradiction. Therefore F contains at most 
four maximal planes. If F contains four maximal planes, then it is a maximal rank-4 
fiat. [2 
The proofs of  Propositions 5.4, 5.5, 5.7 and 5.8 are very similar to the proofs of the 
analogous propositions in [4]. Only a sketch of  the proof of Proposition 5.7 is given: 
for details see [4]. 
Proposition 5.4. I f  a rank-4 .fiat F contains jour maximal planes PI,P2,P3 and /o 4, 
then F is the disjoint union of  the six maximal lines l,/:P/~ N P,,, and these are 
the on O' maximal lines o[ F. The plane Pi is l/l, U li,,, U lz,,, ( i , j ,k,m, distinct). Each 
3-point line ()[ F is in some plane Pi. Therefore, F contains at most 492 suhmaxintal 
lines. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.3, the lines l u are maximal and F is a maximal 
rank-4 fiat. By Proposition 5.2 they are disjoint. Since the cardinality of F (namely 
6q) is equal to the sum of the cardinalities of the lines l~i, F is the disjoint union of 
these lines. For each i let j ,k ,m be such that i , j ,k,m are distinct. Since lj/, d 1'/,, ~J ll,,,, 
is a set of cardinality 39 contained in P, (which has cardinality 3q as well). Pj equals 
li~ U lira U 1'I,,~. 
The points of a 3-point line are in different maximal lines, therefore two of these 
points are in lines l~/, l~, for distinct i,j,k. The lines l~j and 1,/, are contained in P,,, 
(with i , j ,k,m distinct). Thus two of the points are in P,, and so is the given 3-point 
line. The same argument shows that every maximal line is contained in a maximal 
plane. It follows that the six lines l~ i are the only maximal lines in F. 
Let us consider the case r=4.  Since M has 4q 2 lines with three points, given x 
in li/ and y in lik (with i , j ,k distinct), by Proposition 5.4, the line xV v has three 
points and the third point is in !ia. Note that, since the only planes with cardinality 
2q or more are maximal, the rank of lii U lk,,, is four when i , j ,k,m are distinct. If P 
is a plane of M that contains no maximal line, then P consists of six points one in 
each maximal line of M, the points in l~2, l l3 and 1'14 are a basis of P which satisfies 
the axioms for I~4. One can check that in the case r -4  conditions ( JDI)  ( JDI5) in 
Proposition 2.2 hold for the lines 1'~:?,.... 134. In fact the lines and planes of M are 
exactly the fiats as described in ( JD1)-( JDI5) .  We will prove that this holds for r>4.  
Proposition 5.5. Each rank-5 fiat contains at most Jfl~e maximal rank-4 flats. 
Proof. Let F be a rank-5 fiat and let T1, T: . . . . .  T, be the maximal rank-4 flats in F. Let 
i, j be positive integers uch that 1 <~ i < j <~ t. Since ] Ti U Ti l  - 12g- I Ti ~ T~ q <~ IF I <~ 10q, 
the cardinality of  Ti N ~ is at least 2q. Since the maximal lines have 9 points and the 
only planes with cardinality at least 2.q are maximal, we have that T, N T/ is a maximal 
plane. If TIN Ts = Tt N Tj, then Ti U T, U Z'/ has cardinality 12q. But this is impossible 
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because the cardinality of F is at most 109. Thus T1 is a rank-4 flat that contains the 
t - 1 maximal planes T1 N 7"2 .. . .  , T1 n T,. By Proposition 5.3 we have that t - 1 ~<4, 
therefore t ~< 5. [] 
Proposition 5.6. Let F be a maximal rank-5 fiat containin 9 five maximal rank-4.fiats 
T1, T2, T3, T4, Ts. Then F is the disjoint union of  the ten maximal ines l!i = Tk n Tm N T,~ 
( i , j ,k ,m,n distinct ) and these are the only maximal lines o fF .  The maximal rank-4 
fiat T,~ is the union of  the six maximal  lines lij such that i and j are distinct f rom 
n. All  submaximal lines in F lie in planes of  the form l(/U lik U lib Hence there are 
at most 1092 submaximal lines in F. 
ProoL Each Ti contains four maximal planes, the intersection of ~ with the other four 
maximal rank-4 flats. Thus Proposition 5.4 applies to each ~. Let 123,124,125,134,135,145 
be the maximal ines of T1. We may assume that whenever {i , j ,m,n} = {2, 3,4, 5}, we 
have T ln  Tm n T,, = lij = lji. For m = 2, 3,4, 5, we have Tl N Tm = li/U l,n U l/, where 
i,j, m, n are distinct. Considering 7"2, we note that TIN T2 = 134 U 135 U 145 and that T2 
contains three other maximal lines disjoint from them. We label those lines such that 
T2nTsnT4=l~s ,  T2nT3nT5 =114, T2nT4nTs=113.  
The four maximal planes contained in T2 are correctly labelled (that is for all 
m = 1,3, 4, 5, the intersection of T2 and Tm is l~/U lin U [in ). Finally, we label the lines 
in 7"3 such that 112 = T3 n T4 N 7"5. Thus the five maximal rank four flats contained in 
F are the union of the required lines. 
Given any two of these maximal lines, there is a maximal rank-4 flat that contains 
both and, by Proposition 5.4, the intersection of the two given lines is empty. Thus 
IT1 U T2 U T31 = IF[ and F= T1U T2 U T3. Therefore, F is the disjoint union of the 10 
maximal lines ll2 . . . . .  145. 
Let l be a non-trivial line. Then one of the maximal rank-4 flats T/ contains l and 
we can apply Proposition 5.4 to conclude that if l is maximal, then l E {112 . . . . .  14s} 
and if l is submaximal, then it is contained in a plane of the form l(i U lik U !ik (with 
i , j ,k  distinct). [] 
When r = 5, M contains five maximal rank-4 flats, therefore Proposition 5.6 applies 
for M. One can easily check that the flats of M of ranks 2 -4  are precisely those 
described in conditions ( JD1)- ( JD15)  in Proposition 2.2. 
Proposition 5.7. Each maximal  rank-4 fiat is in exactly r - 4 maximal rank-5 fiats. 
Proofi The first part of the proof consists of proving that every maximal rank-4 fiat 
is contained in at most r - 4 maximal rank-5 flats. Let F be a maximal rank-4 flat 
contained in the maximal rank-5 flats FI  . . . . .  Ft. Then each A~/= Fi V Fj is a maximal 
rank-6 flat such that the set L(/=Ai j  - (Fi UF/)  has cardinality 9. The sets Li/ are 
pairwise disjoint. There are exactly 69 + t (10g-  6g)+ ('2)9 points in the union of 
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F,F, ..... F~ and the (;) sets Lii. Recall that the number of points in M is (;).q, and 
thus it follows that t ~<r -  4. 
Let 
s~ . . . . .  s(,~) 
be all the maximal rank-4 flats of M and mi be the number of maximal rank-5 flats in 
which Si is contained. There are (2 )g -  6g-  4gmi submaximal rank-5 flats that contain 
S,. Since at most (4)("24)g maximal rank-4 flats are contained in submaximal rank-5 
flats, we have 
('~) 4gmi) (r4)(r ~] ( (~)g-6g-  ~< 24)g .  
By the first part of the proof m~ ~<r-  4, and we have 
(4) ( (~)g -6g-4g( r -4 ) )  <~(4) ( r24)9  • 
We can see, using simple algebra, that the expressions in both sides of this inequality 
are, in fact, equal. Therefore mi = r -  4. 
Proposition 5.8. Each maximal rank-5 fiat contains precisely five maximal rank-4 
.fiats. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.5 each maximal rank-5 flat contains at most five maximal 
rank-4 flats. Therefore, there are at most 5(~) pairs (F,F') where F is a maximal 
rank-5 flat and F '  is a maximal rank-4 flat contained in F. By Proposition 5.7, the 
number of such pairs is (4 ) ( r -4 ) .  Since (4 ) ( r -4 )= 5(~), we have that each maximal 
rank-5 flat contains precisely five maximal rank-4 flats. [] 
Therefore Proposition 5.6 applies to all maximal rank-5 flats. 
Let F be a maximal rank-4 flat and let F5 . . . . .  F,. be the r - 4 maximal rank-5 flats 
that contain F. Since F5 contains five maximal rank-4 flats, by Proposition 5.6 the 
ten maximal lines of F5 can be labelled as ll2,113 . . . . .  145 so that F= [-Ji,/~{1.2.3.4~ l# 
and three maximal lines form a maximal plane if and only if their subscripts come 
from a 3-subset of {1,2,3,4,5}. By Proposition 5.6, this labelling can be extended 
to a labelling of the maximal lines of each Fi, for i ~> 5, so that three maximal lines 
in Fi form a maximal plane if and only if their subscripts come from a 3-subset of 
{ 1,2, 3, 4, i}. It follows from this labelling that six maximal lines in F, form a maximal 
rank-4 flat if and only if their subscripts come from a 4-subset of {1,2,3,4,@ For 
5<.i<j<,r let F i /=  ll2 V ll3 V lli V Ill. 
Proposition 5.9. Fi/ is a maximal rank-5 fiat. 
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Proofi Let A = 112 V 113 V llz and B = ll2 V 113 V 1U. Note that A consists of the six 
maximal ines of F: having subscripts in the 4 set { 1,2, 3, i}, therefore A is a maximal 
rank-4 flat. Similarly B is a maximal rank-4 flat contained in F/. Thus A and B are 
maximal rank-4 flats meeting in the maximal plane I12 V l~3 and such that F : /=A VB. 
By semimodularity, the rank o fF# is five. Since [F,.i[ >~ [A UB] = [A[ + IB]-  [A NB I = 9g 
and the only rank-5 flats with cardinality 9g or more are maximal, we have that Fz/ is 
a maximal rank-5 flat. [] 
Let l~i be the missing line in F:i. That is, f~/ is the disjoint union of the ten maximal 
lines lkm with k,m in {1,2,3, i,j}. We want to argue that the (~) maximal lines li/ 
partition the points of M. Since any two of these maximal lines occur in one of the 
pairs Fij and Fi, Fi/ and Fk, F~/ and Fik, and Fi/ and Fkm, with one line in the first flat 
and the other in the second, it suffices to show that the intersections of these flats are 
as small as possible. (Here and below we assume that distinct subscripts are unequal.) 
Specifically we need to show 
F~IAFi=112VllsVIli=F!iF-1Fik, 
and 
F~/NF~ = ll2 V 113 =F(/NFb,. 
Proposition 5.10. The intersection of Fiy and Fi is the maximal rank-4 flat 112 V lls V 
lli, that is, the disjoint union of the six maximal ines lkm with k,m in {1,2,3, i}. 
Proofi This is immediate since Fij and F~ are unequal rank-5 fiats that both contain 
the rank-4 fiat 112 V ll3 V 11i. [] 
Proposition 5.11. The intersection of Fi/ and Fk is the maximal plane 112 V ll3. 
Proof. The intersection of Fij and Fk has rank 3 or 4, if it has rank 3, then it is equal 
to 112 V 113. In order to prove that the rank of F~/AFk is not 4, it is enough to prove 
that r(F~/VFk) is not 6. IfFij VFk had rank 6, then 15gl/> IFu vF, I i> IFU UFkl =20g-  
IF//N Fkl. Thus ]F:j N Fk[ >/59, which would force Fzi A F~ to be a maximal rank-4 flat 
in F~. This is impossible because every maximal rank-4 flat in Fk is the union of the 
lines l,.t with subscripts in a 4-subset of {1,2,3,4,k}. [] 
Proposition 5.12. The intersection of Fi/ and F,k & the maximal rank-4 flat 
ll2 V I13 V llz. 
Proofl Just note that Fzy and Fik are two distinct rank-5 flats containing the rank-4 fiat 
112 V ll3 V llz. [~ 
The proof of Proposition 5.13 is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.11. 
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Proposition 5.13. The intersection of  Fi/ and Fz.,, equals the maximal plane 112 V/1",. 
Proposition 5.14. The geometry M & the di,sjoint union o[  the maximal ines 1~/. with 
1 <~i<.j<~r. 
Proof. Using the previous four propositions it follows that the lines l~/ are pairwisc 
disjoint. ThereIbre the cardinality of  U ~ </~< l , j  equals ~,  ,</,,.]l,,[ (~),q which 
is the number of points of M. [] 
The following proposition can be easily checked. 
Proposition 5.15. Let s be such that 3 <.s<. 7. and let _Y~ be a set q/  maximal lines. 
The union o[ the lines in Y is a maxhnal rank-s .fiat (] and only ([ their subscripts 
[brm an s-subset qf  { 1 . . . . .  r}. 
Proposition 5.16. Evel 3, submaximal l&e h~ contained in a maximal plane li/ v l,/,. 
Proof. Let ),j and Y2 be two points in a submaximal (3-point) line. By Proposition 
5.14, M is the disjoint union of the maximal lines li/(1 <~i<j<~r). Thus there are 
i , j ,k,m (not necessarily distinct) such that Yl E lz/ and y2 ~ lk .... Therefore, the given 
line is contained in a maximal rank-4 flat, and, by Proposition 5.6 (rank 5 case) it is 
contained in a maximal plane. 
Proposition 5.17. The flats of  M of  ranks 2-4 are precisely as ,speciI~ed in cond#ions 
(JD1) ( JDI5) of Proposition 2.2. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.15 the maximal flats of ranks 2-4  are exactly those described 
in (JD1), (JD4) and (JD8) in Proposition 2.2. The condition (JD3) follows easily from 
Proposition 5.16 using that there are (~)g21ines with three points. All sets of points 
described in ( JD5)-( JD15) are contained in the union of a set of maximal lines as 
in Proposition 5.15. Therefore, those sets of points are contained in a maximal flat of 
rank at most 7, it is easy to check that they are flats. 
We wish to prove now that there are no other flats of rank 2,3 or 4. It is easy by 
considering that a flat of  rank s is generated by a flat F of rank s - 1 and a point not 
in F. In particular, we have to prove that given distinct indices i , j .k.m.n,t,  ~. w and 
points x,i,xk,,,.x,,,,x,,, in l,/. 1~,,,, l ,, l~w, the set {xil,x~,,,.x,,,.x~.),} is a rank-4 flat. Only 
there we use the total number of rank-4 flats. ~.' 
We will give a geometric onstruction based on M that produces a group G of order 
g so that M and Q~.(G) have, up to labelling, the same points and lines. In other words, 
the truncations to rank 3 of M and Q~.(G) are isomorphic. From this, Propositions 2.2, 
and 5.17, it follows that M and Q~.(G) have, up to relabelling, the same flats of ranks 
2 4. From this, Theorem 4.1 follows immediately since Q~.(G) is 4-closed. 
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Proposition 5.18. Let N be a geometry o f  rank r>~4 such that 
(JD1) there are (~) disjoint lines l~j (1 ~i  < j  <~ r) such that every point lies in exactly 
one o f  these lines, 
(JD2) no line It~ is trivial, 
(JD3) for  all x E l~/ and all y E lik the line x V y is a 3-point line with the third point 
in l/k, and 
(JD4) for  all 1 <~i<j<k<~r, the union o f  the lines l~i, lik and l/k, is a plane. 
Then there is a group G such that N has the same (labelled) points and lines as 
Q'r(G). 
From now on N will be a geometry as in Proposition 5.18, and we will call the lines 
in (JD1) coordinate lines and the planes in (JD4) coordinate planes. As in [1] one 
easily shows that all the coordinate lines have the same number of points. 
Definition 5.19. Let two triplets of points a, b, c and a ~, b', c ~ be given. We say that 
the triangles a, b, c and a ~, b ~, c' are in perspective f rom i if there exists j, k, m such that 
a, a ~ E l~/, b, b ~ E lik and c, c ~ C lira. 
Definition 5.20. Given three points a, b, c, we say that the triangle a, b, c is in perspec- 
tive from i with the coordinate plane l ik V ljm if a E l~j, b E l/k, c C lira. 
The concept of perspective from i is based on the concept of perspective from the 
joint Pi in a Dowling lattice. The concept of perspective from a line is analogous to 
that in DoMing lattices (see [1]). 
Definition 5.21. Given three points a,b,c we say that the triangle a,b,c and the 
coordinate plane ljk V ljm are in perspective from a line if (a V b) A/jk, (a V c)/~ l/m, 
( b V c) A lkm are coil/near points. 
The following can be regarded as a Desargues' theorem for jointless Dowling lattices 
(Fig. 1). 
Theorem 5.22. I f  a tr&ngle a, b, c & in perspective f rom i with the coordinate plane 
ljk V l/m, then it is in perspective f rom a line with the given coordinate plane. 
Proof. The points a, b, c span a plane P. The plane P meets !ik V lira in three points 
(namely q = ( a V b) A !/k , P = ( a V c) A !/m, S = ( b V c) A Ikm ). Therefore these points lie 
on a line (the intersection of the two planes). [] 
Corollary 5.23. Let a, b, c and a', b t, c I be two triangles in perspective from i and 
such that a V b, a' V b t and b V c, b ~ V c r are pairs o f  intersecting lines. Thus a, b, c and 
a', b', c' are in perspective from a line and, in particular, a V c and a~V c t meet in a 
point. 
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Fig. 1. Desargues' theorem for jointless Dowling lattices. 
As in [1] we define a binary operation in each coordinate line of  N, and prove that 
this defines a group G and that it is possible to label the points of N as in Q:.(G). 
The binary operation is defined as follows (see Fig. 2). 
Fix a point 1 in li/ and a point d in l:~. Let p be the third point in the line 1 vd  
(note that p is in lik). Let a, c be arbitrary points in l~/. These are the points that we 
will multiply. Let d I be the third point in a V p and q the third point on c V d. Then 
ac is defined to be the third point on the line q V d'. 
By Corollary 5.23 the binary operation defined on the lines li/ depends only on the 
points of Ii: and not on the choice of auxiliary points on other lines. As in [1] this 
operation defines a group, with identity 1, on the points of each coordinate line. Groups 
on different coordinate lines are isomorphic by projection. Let G be the group defined 
on the points of every coordinate line. In order to label the points of N as in Q:(G) 
fix a point 1 in 11/ (for j~>2). For each j > 2, let 12i be the third point on the line 
112 V ll/. Label the points of  112 labelling the group G. For each ,i in G and each 
j > 2, label as 2l./ the third point on the line ).~2V 12/. For 2<~i<j<~n label as 2,i 
the third point on the line l l~ V )qj. Using Corollary 5.23 one shows that the 3-point 
lines of  N are labelled as those of  Q:.(G). For details see [1]. 
This proves Proposition 5.18 and therefore Theorem 5.1. 
In [6] a more general version of  the following proposition is proved. 
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Fig. 2. Binary operation i the line ~/. 
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Proposition 5.24. For a rank-r matroid R and any integer i with O <.i <~r, let ci be 
the largest cardinality among rank-i fiats of R. Then for each i with 1 <~i <~r and 
each j with ci-~ <j<.ci, we can express the number of fiats of R having rank i 
and cardinality j as a linear combination of the coefficients of the Tutte polynomial 
of R. 
By Proposition 5.24 and Theorem 5.1 the following holds. 
Corollary 5.25. Let M be a matroid such that T(Q:.(G);x, y )= T(M;x, y) for a group 
G of order g. Thus there exists a group GI, uniquely determined by the matroid 
structure of M, such that GI has order g and M is isomorphic to the jointless Dowling 
lattice QI,( GI ). 
This proves that jointless Dowling geometries are characterised both by their Tutte 
polynomial and by the counting information given in Theorem 5.1. 
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